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Abstract. We present a model addressing the possible electrification of Martian dust
storms based on the effective electrical charging of an individual dust grain. An upper
charge bound on a grain can be determined based on the grain capacitance in the lowpressure Martian atmosphere. It is assumed that treiboelectric and inductive processes,
like that presumed operating in terrestrial dust storms, can electrify the grain to significant
levels. A collection of such grains charged in a dust cloud of many tens of kilometers in
size can yield a substantial electric field moment. Given various grain charge and dust
storm sizes, the electric moment will be determined along with estimates of electrical
discharge and emitted radio power based upon known models. We also suggest the
possibility that remote detection of discharge-related VLF emission propagating in the
surface/ionosphere waveguide can be used to determine subsurface conductivity.

1.

Introduction

Radio and plasma wave measurements from space-based
probes have been fundamental in the discovery and understanding of electrical discharges in planetary atmospheres
throughout the solar system. At Mars, electrical discharges
may occur, not from thunderstorm activity, but instead from
Martian dust storms [Levin et al., 1983; Sentman 1991]. However, no property of this electrical energy has been quantified,
even though it may be substantial and significant [Eden and
Vonnegut, 1973]. Our objective in this work is to consider the
possibility of electrical dust storms on Mars, place reasonable
upper limits on cloud charging, and understand the electrical
interaction such charged clouds will have on the surface, the
ionosphere, and an RF sensing element on the surface.
On Mars there are small, localized dust storms called “dust
devils” which are much larger in cross-sectional area than their
10 –100 m terrestrial counterparts. Martian dust devils can
reach heights of nearly 6 km and have widths of the order of
many tens of kilometers [Thomas and Gierasch, 1985]. In many
ways they resemble the electrically active terrestrial thunderstorm. The winds in the Martian dust devils appear to be very
complicated, with circular vortices, peaking in some cases at
speeds 5 times greater than ambient levels in the center of the
vortex. This central region is also substantially hotter than the
ambient surrounding surface temperature [Ryan and Lucich,
1983].
Despite their sizes, the Martian dust devils are a minuscule
phenomenon when compared to the major dust storms that
can cover a large fraction of the planet. These global dust
storms have a very complicated structure, and their formation
is not fully understood [Zurek, 1992]. They start as a series of
small isolated cores with diameters less than 500 km, but over
10 –20 days can enlarge to encircle the entire planet [see
Gierasch, 1974]. They then persist for another 50 –100 days.
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The favored locations for development of the bright cores are
the elevated plateaus in the midsouthern latitudes. These
storms also recur seasonally, appearing just prior to summer
solstice. The height of the encircling storms is estimated to be
near 40 km. Thus these are very substantial and significant
structures, far more imposing than even our own terrestrial
hurricanes.
The thermally driven Martian dusty hurricanes [Gierasch
and Goody, 1973; Gierasch, 1974] and the hot-cored dust devils
[Ryan and Lucich, 1983] are suspected to have vortex winds
similar to terrestrial rain storms (the latter confirmed via Viking Lander observations [Ryan and Lucich, 1983]). The vortex
winds mix dust and should electrify the cloud, as happens in
both terrestrial dust devils [Freier, 1960; Crozier, 1964] and
volcanic dust plumes [Anderson et al., 1965]. Thus there remains a question: Are Martian dust storms electrically active?
Certainly there is evidence both for and against dust cloud
electrification. In consideration of the possibility, it should be
noted that grain electrification is easier to achieve in the lowpressure atmosphere at Mars. Eden and Vonnegut [1973] have
demonstrated that a dust grain in a Martian-like atmosphere
may charge to as high as 104 e 2 . Discharges of both a filamentary (long) and glow-like (short) nature were also observed.
Besides laboratory experiments, we can also draw a direct
analogy to terrestrial cases. For example, terrestrial dust devils
are electrically active, exhibiting an electric dipole moment M
in excess of 1 C m, corresponding to a charge density of 106
e/cm3 in the typically 100-m height, 10-m radii structures
[Freier, 1960; Crozier, 1964]. Discharges have also been observed from terrestrial volcanic dust plumes, neutralizing as
much as 1⁄2 Coulomb of dust cloud charge in a maximum cloud
field of nearly 4 kV/m [Anderson et al., 1965]. Finally, there is
some recent direct evidence of Martian dust charging. The dust
experiment onboard the Sojourner rover found that dust from
the Martian surface could electrically adhere to various rover
surfaces Ferguson et al. [1998].
However, to date, there has been no report of orbiter or
lander optical images of lightning-like discharges. Further,
there is no report of lightning-induced interference on radio
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quency (VLF, between 3 and 30 kHz) due to the long-length
filamentary discharges from macroscopic cloud dipole moment
change, and the other in the medium and high frequencies
(MF/HF between 300 kHz and 30 MHz) due to the short glow
discharges from the microscopic grain dipole moment. The
former is similar to terrestrial lightning, while the latter has no
geo-atmospheric analog.
Our objective is not to present the most optimistic case, but
instead to present a number of possible scenarios for consideration. Our purpose is twofold: (1) to calculate the likelihood
of electrification of Martian dust storms, and (2) to estimate
the range of observables in order to define instrumentation for
remote detection of such storms.

2. Dust Grain Charging: A Limit on
the Microscopic Moment
Given a small dust grain suspended in the Martian atmosphere, the capacity to hold charge is relatively low as compared to a similar grain in the terrestrial atmosphere. The
limiting factor is the low atmospheric breakdown field (of a few
hundred volts per centimeter [Eden and Vonnegut, 1973])
which will not allow substantial charging of individual dust
grains. The potential on the surface of any dust grain can be
expressed as
VD 5

Figure 1. Illustration of the two different dipole electric moments, one from the overall charge in the saltation cloud and
the other at the microscopic grain level. Discharging from each
will give rise to different RF signals, the former in the VLF and
the latter in the HF.
communication links to the Martian surface. Thus, although
mounting circumstantial evidence exists for the electrification
of Martian dust storms, there is still no direct evidence.
In this work, we shall consider the possibility that Martian
dust storms are electrically active and investigate various scenarios for the amount of electrification. If electrical effects are
present like those produced in laboratory experiments [Eden
and Vonnegut, 1973], some estimate of the upper limit to charging is possible. We then consider the construction of an electrically active dust cloud based on the collection of a large
number of charged grains.
We also consider electrical discharges and subsequent radiation from dust devils, emphasizing two separate discharge
types: (1) a filamentary discharge resulting from a rearrangement of the macroscopic dust devil electric dipole moment,
and (2) a “glow” discharge resulting from the change in microscopic electric moment associated with an individual charge
dust grain. These two very different moments are illustrated in
Figure 1. Consequently, we expect two different radio emission
spectra from Martian dust clouds: one in the very low fre-

Q
4 p « 0R

(1)

where Q is the charge of the dust particle of radius R. However, if an individual dust potential exceeds the Paschen breakdown value of a couple hundred volts at centimeter-scale sizes
[Eden and Vonnegut, 1973], the dust particle will spontaneously
discharge directly into the Martian atmosphere via the electrical breakdown of the gases in the vicinity of the charge. Thus
the charge capacity of the dust is self-limited via the coronalike interaction with the surrounding atmosphere. The maximum charge on the particle is thus defined as
Q MAX 5 4 p « 0RF BD

(2)

which for a micron-sized grain and atmosphere of a couple
hundred volt breakdown potential corresponds to a charge
capacity of ;105 electrons. Given a micron-sized particle in a
polarizing ambient electric field, the microscopic moment
M grain can then become as large as 10220 C m. Nominally, in a
dust devil the dust density is approximately 10 dust particles
per cubic centimeter [Levin et al., 1983], making the maximum
charge density near 106 e/cm3. This limit is much smaller than
the terrestrial case, where atmospheric breakdown potentials
are orders of magnitude higher. We shall consider the 106
e/cm3 an upper charging limit to the microscopic grain (to
within a factor of 10 or so).
We purposely avoided a detailed description of the dust
charging mechanism, primarily because the process is not explicitly known. Even in the case of terrestrial dust devils, the
observation of substantial electrification has been made [Freier,
1960; Crozier, 1964], but an explicit mechanism to explain the
observations is not available. Treiboelectricity involves the
transfer of charge via grain contact. For metals, the current
flow results from the rearrangement of the quantum work
function at the contact point [Shpenkov, 1995]. For small insulators, some charge exchange will occur via the interaction of
light particles with polarized, heavier particles (i.e., the induc-
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tive process in a terrestrial thunderstorm [Volland, 1984]). Finally, the physical erosion of bigger grains will give rise to
substantial charge on surrounding material. The most impressive display of this charging process is the annihilation of highspeed dust grains in space when incident with a spacecraft
[Gurnett et al., 1983]. In the case of a Martian dust storm, we
suspect a combination of all these processes is occurring. Laboratory experiments confirm the charging process of dust in a
low-density atmosphere [Eden and Vonnegut, 1973], but at this
time, no experiment has flown to Mars to explicitly examine
the possibility of electrically active dust storms. Thus for the
sake of this work, we will assume similar mechanisms are
operating as in the laboratory experiments [Eden and Vonnegut, 1973], an upper limit to such processes physically defined by (2). As we shall demonstrate in the next section, the
Martian atmosphere cannot sustain a large group of charges at
the maximum charging limit of 106 e/cm3. Thus we now consider the stability of the macroscopic moment associated with
the collection of charge IMA dust devil.

3.

Limit on the Macroscopic Moment

To construct the macroscopic dust storm moment, we apply
fundamental electrodynamic concepts and use the known characteristics of terrestrial thunderstorms and terrestrial dust devils to obtain reasonable physical values. The dust storm model
and the associated models of radiated energy (sections 4 and 5)
are only intended to yield an order of magnitude estimate of
field strength, for use in any proposed instrument design and
implementation.
Given a cloud of charge density, r, the total cloud charge can
be obtained via
Q dc 5

E

r dV

(3)

where the volume V of the storm is defined by its height h and
area A, V 5 Ah. Assuming no transient discharges, Q represents a quasi-dc charge due to particle electrification.
Because of the underlying ground, an electrical image of the
dust storm will be induced, creating a dipole moment [Volland,
1984; Freier, 1960]
M , 2Q dc h

(4)

In the case of terrestrial thunderstorms over a conductive
ground, there is an electric moment formed by the original
cloud charge and induced free charge within the underlying
ground. This interaction can be represented by a ground image
charge of equal and opposite magnitude, Q9 5 2Q, at a depth
h/ 2 in the conductive ground. However, a dipole image charge
can also be induced over a dielectric medium as well, with the
polarization-related image charge being Q9 5 Q dc(« a 2 « g )/
(« a 1 « g ), where « is the electric permittivity, a refers to
atmosphere, and g refers to ground. Thus we should anticipate
some image charge being induced, regardless of the exact nature of the surface. This image then creates a dipole moment
defined approximately by (4). For example, over a lowconductivity desert, a terrestrial sand storm of area 300 m2 and
height 200 m was found to possess a dipole moment M of 1 C
m, indicative of a charge density of 106 e/cm3 [Crozier, 1964].
It should also be noted that the cloud itself tends to become
dipolar. In the case of a terrestrial thunderstorm, light positively charged ice moves upward, while heavier, negative water
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droplets move downward toward the cloud base. This intercloud charge separation mechanism (known as the inductive
process [Volland, 1984]) establishes a dipole moment of the
cloud. We presume a similar process is occurring in the Martian dust cloud. As suggested by the dust hurricane model of
dust devils [Gierasch and Goody, 1973; Gierasch, 1974], lighter
dust of 0.1– 0.01 mm is blown upward, while heavier dust grains
of 1–10 mm drift downward toward the cloud base. As these
particles “rub together,” charge transfer will occur at each
grain/grain collision. If a background electric field is also
present, then polarization effects will tend to cause an intercloud charge separation, with lighter particles tending to carry
one charge species upward, and heavier particles carrying the
other species downward, in a direct analogy to the terrestrial
thunderstorm case. Equation (4) would apply, with 1Q and
2Q separated within the cloud by distance h of about 10 km.
Again, we can only speculate on the exact nature of the charging process, but (2) physically defines the upper limit to whatever microscopic charging process is ongoing.
The electrostatic field from the entire dust devil electric
dipole moment should vary as
E dc 5

M
4p«0 r3

(5)

with M being the total dipole moment of the dust devil, defined
in (4). This expression will be used to define the electrostatic
fields from the devil.
Consider now the maximum charge and moment associated
with the macroscopic dipole of the entire dust devil itself.
Much like a terrestrial power line [Barthold et al., 1987], if the
dc electric field about the dust devil becomes too large, a
corona discharge should be initiated to reduce the charge and
fields inside the devil. This argument is allegorical to that
associated with the microscopic moment: unstable overcharged
moments will induce local corona glow discharge for neutralization of the excess moment charge. For example, a dust cloud
with an electrically overactive interior might induce a surrounding shield charge extracted directly from the surrounding
atmosphere by local breakdown about the cloud. This shield
charge, essentially a corona, would then substantially reduce
the external electric field to outlying regions. Thus one might
anticipate an extended region about a large overcharged devil
consisting of an induced glow discharge associated with the
generation of the screening charge. The situation is illustrated
in Figure 2.
An obvious question is the ability of the corona to neutralize
the dust devil electrical generator. If the coronal charge has
sufficient mobility, it may enter the charge generation region
and actually become a true input and negating return current
to the system. On the other hand, if the coronal charge mobility is small, then the charge becomes more of a “polarization” screen that reduces the electric field as observed externally but would not directly enter into the charge generation
process. At this time, we can only speculate on the role of the
corona in the charge neutralization process.
To define a limit on the macroscopic moment of the devil
itself, we set up the somewhat arbitrary but plausible condition
that the charging within the dust devil should be limited by a
potential at the devil’s edge: that potential required to induce
a coronal discharge. For modest moments and charging scenarios, a corona is not created, thereby allowing the moment to
perpetuate and remain unshielded. However, if the moment
becomes too large, the local atmosphere will break down, lead-
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Figure 2. Illustration of a large dust storm with an induced
corona region. Charge is drawn from the ionized corona and
either neutralizes the dust cloud charge or rearranges itself to
shield the external electric field.
ing to a substantial corona-created return current (or substantial corona electrostatic shield). Only 2–300 V/cm are required
to initiate breakdown in the low-pressure Martian atmosphere
[Eden and Vonnegut, 1973]. Coronal discharge induced at the
devil’s edge will act to “self-limit” the devil’s external field, with
the fields not exceeding
E MAX
,
dc

M
, 200 V/cm
4p«0 r3

(6)

at about r ; 5 km from the devil center (assuming a 10-km
dust devil diameter). This condition suggests that M is limited
to 2.5 kC m. For a dust devil of about 10 km height, the
associated separated charge is approximately Q dc ; 0.24 C,
implying a limiting charge density of about 200 e/cm3. This
density will be considered the “upper limit” for a collection of
dust grains, and we shall consider radiation scenarios from

macroscopic moments ranging from this maximum to 1/100
this value. Thus extremely large dc electric fields from individual dust devils are probably never realized, becoming “selflimited” by coronal effects. It is interesting to note that the
terrestrial dust devil (and to a lesser extent, the terrestrial
thunderstorm) can support high charge densities (;106 e/cm3)
due to the very high atmospheric breakdown voltage. However,
the Martian atmosphere will not maintain stability with a similar charge density in its devils. A comparison of the two systems is shown in Table 1.
There are two potential ramifications of the coronal processes: First, the nature of the global electric circuit will be very
different from the terrestrial case. At Earth the dc electric
fields from thunderstorms act as a voltage source, a battery,
that couples to the Earth/ionosphere capacitor [Volland, 1984].
As such, all storms provide upward current to the capacitor,
resulting in a fair weather electric field in regions away from
the storm. On Mars, the dc electric fields from the dust devils
might be “shorted out” via the local corona. Thus a “global”
circuit may not exist, but instead isolated pockets of electrical
activity may form. A second and related point is that these
pockets of electrical activity may come into influence of one
another, in which case there would be an element of coherency. For example, the initiation of a global dust storm usually
involves the creation of a series of isolated but active hot cores
on elevated plateaus at midsouthern latitudes [Geirash, 1974].
However, these storms enlarge and become extensive on a
planetary scale. We suggest the possibility that these storms are
electrically coupled long before they are optically coupled.
Two storms in proximity would have a repulsive electric field
that would enhance the vertical field between them. Such large
interdevil vertical fields may become large enough to even
levitate light dust and further stimulate the dust storm process
from a local to global configuration.

4.

Radiation From Filamentary Discharges

Time-varying electromagnetic fields (ac fields) are also generated by the cloud, these being associated with temporal
changes to the dipole moment, dM/dt. These changes manifest themselves as lightning-like and glow-like discharge currents. Some fraction of the quasi-steady-state charge is transported via the discharge process. We define this transient
charge as Q ac 5 I t , where I is the typical current in a discharge and t is the timescale of the discharge. We do not know
the amount of charge transported, and thus the ratio of Q ac/
Q dc needs to be determined. In this situation, we will invoke a

Table 1. Expected VLF Emission Level for Martian Dust Devils of Various Intensities
and for Two Terrestrial Situations
Mars Dust Devil
Intense
3

Density, e/cm
Radius, km
Height, km
Q dc, C
M, kC m
E dc at r 5 10 km, V/m
Q ac, C
E VLF at r 5 200 km, V/m

200
5
10
25
251
2513
2.5
8.0

Modest
20
3
7
0.6
4.4
44
0.06
0.14

Earth
Weak
2
2
5
0.02
0.1
1.0
0.002
0.003

Thunderstorm
3

10
2.8
5
20
100
1000
3
4.5

The storms are assumed to be cylindrically shaped, with radius r and height h.

Dust Devil
106
0.011
0.1
5 3 1023
5 3 1024
0.005
5 3 1024
1.5 3 1026
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terrestrial analog, but it will be invoked liberally, to obtain an
order-of-magnitude estimate only. For terrestrial discharges
[Bruce and Golde, 1941; Volland, 1984], I is about 30 kA and t
is 0.1 ms, making Q ac near 3 C as a typical value. Since Q dc
nominally is about 20 –30 C [Volland, 1984], we find the charge
transported per stroke to be
Q ac , 0.1 2 0.5Q dc

(7)

which will be used as a working ratio in the model.
The timescale of the discharge on Mars is a more complicated estimate because it is completely unknown. However, it
is important to consider, since the discharge time defines the
frequency spectra of the radiation electric field. In the case of
terrestrial cloud-to-ground return strokes, the current has the
temporal form I(t) 5 I 0 (e 2 a t 2 e 2 b t ), where a , b ; 105
s21 [Bruce and Golde, 1941]. The current waveform quickly
rises and peaks in 6 –10 ms (t peak is approximately (b 2 a)21)
and slowly decays over the next 100 ms. The coupling of the
emission to low frequencies occurs during this rolloff period at
longer times. For t .. 1/ b , I(t) ; I 0 e 2 a t and the time
derivatives of the current can be approximated by d/dt ; 2 a .
The radiated electric field is thus estimated at lower frequencies as
E VLF 5

d 2M ac a 2M ac h
1
,
2
4 p « 0 c r dt 2
4 p « 0 c 2r

(8)

where the ac changes in the dipole moment account for the
radiated electric field: M ac ; Q ach. For the sake of demonstration and to get an upper bound to the VLF emission amplitude, consider a situation where a ;20,000 s21. In this case,
the radiation is generated in the VLF regime with a 3– 4 kHz
peak frequency. The expression (8) then reduces to
h
E VLF , 60Q ac
r

(9)

This expression represents an upper limit on the electric field
magnitude. In reality, the emission power is spread over a
spectral band Df defined by the details of the current temporal
structure. In this upper limit calculation, we place all the power
at one wave frequency in the VLF defined by f 5 a / 2 p .
Despite these idealizations, the expression yields a reasonable
order-of-magnitude approximation of the VLF-radiated field
strength from a discharge. For example, (9) would suggest that
the VLF field strength from a terrestrial lightning discharge of
Q ac ; 3 C at a distance of 200 km is 5 V/m, which is consistent
with observation (see Figure 7.2 of Volland [1984]). This expression, describing the current/radiation coupling, is expected
to be reasonable for situations where the discharge timescale
remains less than 1/a.
At large distances from the source, r .. h, the emission will
couple to the surface/ionosphere waveguide (assuming h .
l / 2). The electric field will then vary as
E VLF~r! 5

SD
r0
r

1/ 2

E VLF~r 0! exp

FS D G
2

« 0v
2s

1/ 2

r
h

(10)

with the finite conductivity of the surface determining the loss
in the waveguide.
Equation (10) is derivable from Harth’s [1982] expression
(166 and 212–217), assuming a mildy-to-very conductive surface (i.e., s . ui v«0u) and highly conductive ionosphere. Consequently, the propagation path has a substantial impact on the
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ability to detect very distant discharges. For example, the
waveguide signal loss from 200 to 1000 km with ground conductivity of s 5 1022 S/m is only a factor of E(1000 km)/
E(200 km) ; 0.43 at 3 kHz. In contrast, a ground conductivity
of s 5 1026 S/m causes a loss of E(1000 km)/E(200 km) ;
1022 for the same signal. The e-folding loss length in a mildly
conductive waveguide varies as L ; 3 3 10 5 s 1/ 2 kilometers
at 3 kHz. For example, at Earth the ground conductivity over
most continental landmass is s . 1024 S/m, making the effective detection length for trapped VLF in the waveguide greater
than 3000 km. This result is consistent with observation of
distant signals [Lee, 1986]. Every factor of 100 decrease in
conductivity corresponds approximately to a factor of 10 reduction in effective trapped VLF emission detection range.
One very critical point should be made. If a quasi-consistent
discharge type can be monitored as a function of distance, the
subsurface conductivity can be derived by solving (10). As such,
detecting remote discharges in the VLF provides a method of
determining ground subsurface conductivity on Mars. The surface skin depth in the VLF is 0.1–10 km (depending upon the
subsurface conductivity). Thus VLF probing could potentially
examine the Martian subsurface fairly deeply for underlying
aquifers, iron layers, etc.
Given (1)–(10) and the maximum charge capacity, we can
now construct a model of an electrically active dust devil. The
results are considered in Table 1 for strong, moderate, and
weak dust devils. The primary difference between these three
classes of storms is their initial dust density. We also compare
the predicted Martian values to terrestrial thunderstorms [Volland, 1984] and terrestrial dust devils [Freier, 1960; Crozier,
1964].

5.

HF Radiation From Glow Discharges

Consider a Martian dust devil near the maximum charge
density for coronal affects. In this cloud the treiboelectric
buildup of charge is now limited by atmospheric breakdown.
Consequently, a large fraction of the dust grains in and around
the devil will spontaneously discharge into the atmosphere,
giving rise to the glow discharge within the cloud that can be
detected optically and via radio. One can consider the short arc
into the surrounding atmosphere as a miniature electric dipole
moment, defined as M 5 Q d x, where Q corresponds to the
grain charge removed to the air (assumed all charge removed,
as an upper limit) and d x is the size of the glow region about
the dust, assumed to be about 1 mm. We assume the spontaneous glow discharge is local to the individual dust grain and
does not affect the electrical environment of near-neighboring
grains (thus the small d x). Obviously, this is a simplification,
but we make it to guarantee modeling only incoherent discharge and emission processes. If the spontaneous glow electrically “intrudes” on adjacent grains, the effects become coherent and may potentially increase the radiated power. We
thus apply the incoherent estimate to obtain a lower limit for
a determination of the sensitivity for detecting any glow emission.
The timescale of the local grain glow discharge is a function
of the time it takes to remove charge from the grain (i.e., the
grain relaxation time, t ; « 0 / s ). Given local atmospheric
breakdown around the grain and a fully ionized path, the only
process limiting the speed of the discharge is the relaxation of
the charge from the grain itself. For a grain conductivity of
1026 S/m, the relaxation time is of the order of 10 ms. This
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Table 2. Radiated Electric Field From the Martian Glow
Discharge Derived From Dust Devils of Varying Strengths
Dust Devil
Intense
3

Density, e/cm
Area, km2
Height, km
Fraction of dust in discharge
state, %
N in discharge
E glow at 50 km, V/m

200
5
10
10
2 3 1018
0.03

Modest
20
3
7
1
4 3 1015
8 3 1025

Weak
2
2
5
0.1
1 3 1013
3 3 1027

temporal current variation then defines the radiation frequency ( v 5 2 p /t ; 10 6 Hz) [Farrell and Desch, 1992]. The
radiated electric field from a single grain in a glow discharge
situation is then
E grain 5

v2
10 215
2 M grain ,
4p«0 c r
r

(11)

where M grain is the electric dipole moment of the grain defined
as Q d x. This moment also implies that all charge on the grain
is relocated in the glow discharge phenomenon, making Q ;
Q MAX. Assuming incoherent emission from a number of grains
N in a dust cloud, the total electric field is then E glow 5
NE grain. Note that while the VLF emission is indicative of a
change in the macroscopic cloud dipole moment, the glow
emission is the sum of presumed independent changes in the
numerous microscopic grain dipole moments.
We have established some possible scenarios for glow radio
emission levels, shown in Table 2. In an intense dust storm,
with the average dust charge density near maximum capacity,
we assume that at least 10% of the grains are charged enough
to undergo breakdown. In moderate and weak storms there are
proportionally fewer grains near maximum capacity; thus we
assume a fractionally smaller amount of discharging grains.
The actual percentages would be a function of the measured
grain charge distribution function, the knowledge of which
does not currently exist. We note that in each of the three
cases, glow-type emission can be measured remotely by a radio
experiment. For example, given a 1-m antenna, the glow discharge from a weak dust devil will generate a 1 mV signal from
the instrument preamplifier. Such signals are easily detectable
with modern-day radio instrumentation. We also note that the
calculations assume incoherent emission: coherent emission
processes may occur which will enhance the signal levels above
those presented here.

6.

Conclusions

The primary purpose of these calculations is to demonstrate
that a properly designed radio placed on the Martian surface
would be capable of remote sensing electrical discharges from
Martian dust storms, a discovery of importance to determine
the electrical nature of the Martian atmosphere. Further, the
remote monitoring of the potentially hazardous electrical activity would be beneficial for future manned and unmanned
programs to Mars. Finally, careful analysis of a large number
of similar discharges detected at various distances would yield
an indication of the efficiency of the surface/ionosphere

waveguide and hence allow a determination of the subsurface
conductivity.
Based on the values shown in Tables 1 and 2, VLF fields of
the order of 1 mV/m to 10 V/m and HF fields of the order of
0.3 mV/m to 30 mV/m are detectable remotely (a couple hundred kilometers) from an electrically active dust devil. Such
field strengths are easily detectable with current radio technology that makes measurements to the sensitivity below 1 mV/m.
Thus the discovery of electrical activity from a Martian dust
devil may be as easy as landing a simple VLF receiver on the
surface.
Regarding uniqueness, we appreciate the fact that the corona charge-limiting processes described here have never been
observed, and accept the possibility of other limiting scenarios
operating in an electrically active Martian dust storm. The
mechanisms described in sections 2 and 3 were developed in
the belief that the electric fields created within the dust storms
did not reach infinite levels. For example, if we assumed a
charging scenario for Martian dust storms identical to terrestrial dust storms (i.e., of 106 e/cm3), the unshielded dc electric
field would be near 500 kV/m. At Earth, such fields near power
transmission lines lead to corona effects [Barthold et al., 1987].
In the low-pressure Martian atmosphere, with lower breakdown potentials, the possibility of creating a neutralizing corona would be even greater, ultimately giving rise to the limiting condition described in (6). However, there may be other
limiting mechanisms, and we present one possible scenario for
charge limitation within the dust cloud.
We might say a few words about the nature of the discharge.
At Earth, discharges are directed primarily from cloud to the
ground. This preference of discharge direction is due to both
the proximity and high conductivity of the ground to the thundercloud. However, in the last 7 years, a new luminous event,
called a sprite, has been observed directed upward over the
clouds toward the ionosphere. Given the possibility of a low
Martian ground conductivity and a very high altitude dust
cloud top (possibly exceeding over half the distance to the
Martian ionosphere), one may anticipate the possibility of primarily upward directed cloud-to-ionospheric discharges as opposed to (or in addition to) cloud-to-ground discharges. Considering the Martian surface and ionosphere as quasi-sharp
boundaries, the dust devil’s electrical “image” charge induced
within the ionosphere may possess a greater value than the
image induced in the low-conductivity or insulating ground,
thereby drawing electric flux and current preferentially upward. Thus we should leave ourselves open to the possibility of
detecting “sprite-like” emissions above the dust cloudtops.
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